Angel Class Home Learning Activities – Seaside Fun
Dear Parents and Caregivers
I hope that your families are all well and safe whilst having to remain at home – if we cannot go to the beach, lets bring the beach to us
The PMLD and ASD sensory teams have made some learning from home resources for you to help give you and your young person some routine.
There are also some folders with activities to do and printable activities if you can print them out. We will send some printed materials if you
request them. If you are unsure of how to complete any of these activities with your young person, please let me know and I will give you
some tips. There are no right or wrong ways to complete these activities, the most important thing is that you all enjoy completing them
together and the students experience the activities with as much help as they need. We are looking for their reactions to the different
things that they do. Do they really show a strong like or dislike to anything?
Please note that some of the sensory activity sheets that I have included use the term ‘baby’ when describing what to do. I hope that none
of you take offence at this, but the activities are really important so please replace the word baby with student when you are reading it.
I would love to hear how you are getting on – not just with the activities, so please email me any photos that you are able to take whilst you
are at home, or just drop me a message letting me know how you are getting on. Likewise, if you have any queries or need any support – not
just with education but also physio, OT, dietician etc please email me and I will contact the relevant people.
My email address is kpanter@charltonparkacademy.co.uk. I look forwards to hearing from you.
Here is a suggested timetable that you can follow if you would like to. You can choose any activities from those suggested in the information
sheets. I have included a lot of physical development as I know that this is an important part of the student’s lives. As well as the suggested
activities please use this time to develop the student’s general mobility skills (physio and MOVE activities can be included here). Please do
not feel that you must follow this, it is there for a guide only should you need it. Please email me if you have any questions. If you are
struggling with any resources at home, please let me know as we may be able to help with some.

Many thanks, and take care of yourselves.
Karen Panter
Angel Class Teacher

These are songs that we use throughout the day to assist the students with learning their daily routine. Please use them at home if you would
like to .
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CuI_p7a9VGs – good morning song
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_WXzU3tI9Bc – lunchtime song
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fN1Cyr0ZK9M – sung just after lunch before we start the afternoon session
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sGT9hjGcA10 – end of the day when the students go to the buses

Monday - Communication – Sensory Story – look at the ‘what you need section’

For the gloop in the story – mix together a small amount of flour and water
The seagulls can be listened to via you tube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QTfIIQ_rU_g if you want to , or just listen to the ones in
the story.
The story is in powerpoint so this will need to be opened separately – there is a small verse to read on each page. The words in ITALICS are
the activity or actions to complete with the student. Watch for reactions, likes, dislikes, toleration of textures etc. Are these the same
when the story is repeated each week. Repetition is really important for the students so they can be familiar with the activity so this story
could be repeated each week. Do the students look towards the powerpoint pictures? Hold the items in front of the students before
exploring them - do they look at the objects? Give as much or as little support as needed to fully explore the objects.

Monday – Physical - pick the one that is suitable
There following are mainly links to you tube songs that you can use. You can support your child to copy the actions if possible, or physically
help them to do so. Work to your child’s ability and have fun together. The songs can be played a few times to get them used to it. Watch
for different reactions to the songs and also the different movements that you make. Do they show any likes or dislikes for specific
movements?
Start with the song as we always use this to start the session.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h4eueDYPTIg head shoulders knees and toes

Then choose about 4 other songs from this list to complete.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NC_KIE8DbtE Sea animal songs – support your student to copy the movements
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZsaywRY5iP0 – Brain breaks – swimming song – tap or move legs when walking, assist students to move
their arms as much as possible for the swimming strokes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zvZRixZgG_o – one finger one thumb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ulsFONO-qZg – the hokey cokey
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ca979-SfTDw the skeleton dance
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqZsoesa55w baby shark
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eBVqcTEC3zQ one little finger
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rafox-9P3r8 row row row your boat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03zqJQJRLN0 shake your sillies out

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOUNwyumiUQ rock a bye your bear (The Wiggles)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=22kqia2ibVU the music man
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hwTwt4oIW3U happy and you know it
After this choose an activity / activities that are appropriate for you and your student.
MOVE / physiotherapy activities - for those of you with a MOVE programme
Massage head, arms, hands, legs, feet – if students will tolerate it, the students could choose the cream they want used – if you can let the
student smell 2 different creams and then hold them up in front of them. Which ever one they reach towards or look at – take this as their
choice. Play some relaxation music in the background and try and keep noise to a minimum whilst completing this activity. If possible, help to
take shoes and socks off to get ready for foot massage.
High kneeling at bench or table to reach for objects
Supported sitting on chair whilst e.g. having a snack, having a story, watching tv
Walking / standing in sling/ standing frame / walker or with adult support
Standing at table / sink – helping to wash up
Crawling after favourite objects
Reaching out for objects – use both hands and vary the distance of the object
For those of you who have facebook look up – Bumble Bee Physio – they are posting regular routines which incorporates those who have
limited physical movement. Definitely worth a look. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2kmtSH_P1vDCSKp6oUL_pg

Tuesday – Maths – look at the ‘what you need’ section

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ubAKVGZ2KT4 – play the first sandcastle song before starting the activity and see if the students
react to the song and how they react – facial expression, body movements, vocalisations, listening. As the students become familiar with
the song - Do you think they are anticipating the activity when the song is played?
Then help the students to make different sized sandcastles, if you do not have buckets and spades, then spoons and different sized plastic
beakers will be just as good. Students can be encouraged to choose which size sandcastle to make – hold up 2 containers at eye level and
wait for them to reach towards or look towards one of them and assume this is their choice. Physically help the students to scoop the sand
into the containers, - ensure that they use both hands if they will tolerate this.
Find anything in the house that you may take to or find at the beach. Help the students to explore the items, feeling, smelling, looking and
then give them some time to see if they explore anything independently. This can be repeated each week – see if the students react in the
same way to the objects that you use, are they showing likes or dislikes for any of the items and how are they showing this?
Once you have explored the objects, bury them in the sand, and then get the students (with support as needed) to find the objects in the
sand. Hands or feet could be used for this.

Tuesday - Physical – pick different activities to yesterday.
There following are mainly links to you tube songs that you can use. You can support your child to copy the actions if possible, or physically
help them to do so. Work to your child’s ability and have fun together. The songs can be played a few times to get them used to it. Watch
for different reactions to the songs and also the different movements that you make. Do they show any likes or dislikes for specific
movements?
Start with the song as we always use this to start the session.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h4eueDYPTIg head shoulders knees and toes

Then choose about 4 other songs from this list to complete.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NC_KIE8DbtE Sea animal songs – support your student to copy the movements
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZsaywRY5iP0 – Brain breaks – swimming song – tap or move legs when walking, assist students to move
their arms as much as possible for the swimming strokes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zvZRixZgG_o – one finger one thumb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ulsFONO-qZg – the hokey cokey
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ca979-SfTDw the skeleton dance
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqZsoesa55w baby shark
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eBVqcTEC3zQ one little finger
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rafox-9P3r8 row row row your boat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03zqJQJRLN0 shake your sillies out

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOUNwyumiUQ rock a bye your bear (The Wiggles)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=22kqia2ibVU the music man
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hwTwt4oIW3U happy and you know it
After this choose an activity / activities that are appropriate for you and your student.
MOVE / physiotherapy activities - for those of you with a MOVE programme
Massage head, arms, hands, legs, feet – if students will tolerate it, the students could choose the cream they want used – if you can let the
student smell 2 different creams and then hold them up in front of them. Which ever one they reach towards or look at – take this as their
choice. Play some relaxation music in the background and try and keep noise to a minimum whilst completing this activity. If possible, help to
take shoes and socks off to get ready for foot massage.
High kneeling at bench or table to reach for objects
Supported sitting on chair whilst e.g. having a snack, having a story, watching tv
Walking / standing in sling/ standing frame / walker or with adult support
Standing at table / sink – helping to wash up
Crawling after favourite objects
Reaching out for objects – use both hands and vary the distance of the object
For those of you who have facebook look up – Bumble Bee Physio – they are posting regular routines which incorporates those who have
limited physical movement. Definitely worth a look. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2kmtSH_P1vDCSKp6oUL_pg

Wednesday – Communication
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzi_pj0iCKw – play this at the start of the session (we use this in school at the start of this sort of
communication session)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7OHjX-h0qEY – Peppa Pig at the beach
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tiGGTLmicY4 – Peppa pig seaside holiday song
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzw_XbwitUg Mr Tumble at the beach – story
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r_zhTYkq-2w Mr Tumble under the sea

Choose one of the above to watch - are the students watching the images / reacting to songs / voices etc?
Then you can develop motor skills by decorating one the of the pictures included in your pack – give the students a choice of what materials
to use or colours and help them to decorate the picture.

Intensive Interaction
Intensive Interaction is a great way of developing students communication skills and letting them initiate interactions, something which they
are not always used to doing. It provides space and time for some 1:1 interactions and there is no reason why siblings cannot carry this out
as well. The students really enjoy an intensive interaction session so it would be great to do this at home. Give the students lots of time to
initiate an interaction with you.
The website below is really useful so have a look and try it out. Let me know if you have any questions
https://www.intensiveinteraction.org/

TAC PAC
This is an activity that the students also really enjoy, I have included information from the TAC PAC company as they are provided set 5 free
of charge at the moment. It is worth getting so look on the website.
Hello all Tacpackers!
We’ve received lots of messages from teachers asking us to make Tacpac available to parents.We here at Tacpac HQ are well aware how
much your pupils might be missing their regular Tacpac sessions now that schools have closed. We are working hard to help eveyone continue
sessions, and offer help and support during this strange time.
We would like to offer all the parents whose children are missing their Tacpac sessions, set 5 free of charge for 3 months to use at home.
We are compiling a series of short training bites on Facebook to help everyone get started, to get the best out of their sessions and to
understand how Tacpac works.
To become effective givers to your receivers, you’ll need to know the basics of Tacpac, and a bit of the theory behind the work.
Thank you for your patience and consideration while we prepare these short training videos to get Tacpac up and running for our parents.
If you would like your parents to use this set for free please just ask them to go to https://tacpac.co.uk/product/set-5, and at the
checkout add the code 8Q7A3TXS
Once done, please direct them to www.facebook.com/TacpacLtd to watch our short help videos designed especially for parents. Even if your
school subscription has expired but you think parents may find this a valuable resource, please do share this with them.
If you are already using Tacpac at home, please use the guidelines for health and safety: Wash your hands before and after sessions. Wash
all material objects in the washing machine after each session, and disinfect all hard objects that cant go into the wash.
PLEASE DO NOT PARTAKE IN A SESSION IF YOU HAVE A NEW COUGH OR UNUSUALLY HIGH OR LOW TEMPERATURE. PLEASE
DISCOURAGE OTHERS FROM DOING SO.
For those of you who have live accounts, please do go into the Tacpac Community page and let us know what you need, how you’re doing. The
Tacpac Team are all working from home, and are here if you need us.
Please send your questions either to office@tacpac.co.uk or use the Community Page
Enjoy your sessions!
The Tacpac Team.

Hello Tacpackers,

I hope this finds you safe and well.

We have had over 1000 people download Set 5 to use at home during this challenging
time. We are delighted to be receiving your videos and comments via our Facebook
page, please keep spreading the word.

This week we've shared a video, introduced by Tacpac's creator, Hilary Wainer, that
includes a guide to activities 1. 'Pressing and scrunching with wrapping paper' and 2.
'Puffing air with squeezy bottles' from Set 5.

We will be sharing more videos from Set 5 throughout the week so please head over
to Facebook or watch them on our website (instructions below).

Watching Set 5 and its activity videos
on the Tacpac website
If you prefer not to visit Facebook you can watch Set 5's activity videos on the website.
1. Go to www.tacpac.co.uk
2. Login to your account
3. Click on Memberships
4. Click 'view' next to Set 5
5. The videos are next to the music pieces (see image below)
This is what you should be seeing if you’re in the correct place in the website to view all
the activity videos of Set 5. Not there yet? Let us know if you’re lost!

We'd love to know how you're getting on.
Please do go to the Tacpac Community page or visit our Facebook page and let us know
what you need and how you’re doing.

The Tacpac Team are all working from home, and are here if you need us.
Please send your questions either to office@tacpac.co.uk or use the Community Page

Enjoy your sessions!
The Tacpac Team.

Get Tacpac Set 5 for free with code: 8Q7A3TXS

Wednesday – Physical and science – see ‘what do I need box’ and collect what you can

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=No_ADOZ1jl4 play the textures song before starting the activity and see if the students react to
the song and how they react – facial expression, body movements, vocalisations, listening, This is the song we use in school - some of the
students may show some recognition of the song.
Then choose one of the boxes to explore each week e.g. smell the first week, sight the second etc. Explore the objects one at a time, for
several minutes each one depending on toleration levels. For the touch box, students can be encouraged to choose which object to explore
first – hold up 2 objects at eye level and wait for them to reach towards or look towards one of them and assume this is their choice.
Physically help the students to explore the objects whilst also giving them time to try independently - ensure that they use both hands if
they will tolerate this. This can be repeated each week – see if the students react in the same way to the objects that you use, are they
showing likes or dislikes for any of the items and how are they showing this? Do you think they are anticipating the activity when the song
is played?
Sound links for the sound box
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O1QQajfobPw

waves

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WHPEKLQID4U waves
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YyFIeRj6nsM ice cream van
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4jpTpNak1w seagulls

Thursday – Creative Arts
Have a look through the following activities and get creative using whatever materials you have in the house.
Students can choose which materials to use – hold up 2 choices in front of them and some will look towards the one they want to use, others
may reach towards it. Some may give a yes / no answer if only one object is held up at once. You can give the students as much help as they
need but make sure they are involved i.e. students can hold a pen / paintbrush and move their hands if you hold over the top of them.
Remember nothing has to look perfect as long as you have had fun doing the activity together. If there a several children in the house they
can all join in and help each other.

http://www.nicurriculum.org.uk/curriculum_microsite/SEN_PMLD_thematic_units/summer_holiday/resources.asp
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Thursday – Physical and life skills - look at ‘what you need’ section

Say the rhyme or sing it, and complete the actions,
for each verse. Take your time with this there is no
rush.

Or you can try this activity – make you own ice cream – student who cannot eat can make it for someone else, or explore all the ingredients
by hand / smell.

Try making these

Friday – ICT
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JEIHogpVJ1k – at the start of ICT sessions – the students are used to this song at the beginning of
ICT.
The students in Angel class enjoy their ICT activities, and the helpkidzlearn website is really useful and provides a wide range of
activities. This is something that some students may be able to do independently for a short time or with your support.
https://www.helpkidzlearn.com/
Once on the site click on the login button:
Click On Games And Activities
Click on play games
Username is Charlton
Password is password1
This will log you into the site.
The early years activities are good for a sensory experience and the students can be encouraged to look towards the images as the move.

The stories sections is also good and contains a lot of songs – the students need to tap the screen in between each verse to start the song –
give them support to do this if needed.

The creative section has a few good activities in and the students especially like the piano (making music) activity. The early mouse
movements is good for the students to experience making marks on the screen.

Friday – physical – follow the ‘what to do section’ Do the students prefer using their hands / feet to explore? Do they have favoured or

Do the students prefer using their hands / feet to explore? Do they have favoured or non - favoured items?

